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We resolve the crucial and growing issues facing global regulated enterprises in trying to standardise 
cellular communications ..

Standardising mobile communications while recording & archiving to ensure compliance across a 
multitude of jurisdictions is the challenge most enterprises try to resolve country by country, but the 
search for a global single vendor with a standardised UI across devices and networks with guaranteed 
connectivity & call quality, results in deep frustration.

Meanwhile: Employees expect minimal inconvenience while asking for increased efficiency with strict 
segregation of their private communications.

The CIO and CCO function must then ensure compliance with regulations, satisfy their employees, and 
impossibly also simplify vendor management & keep down costs.

This is the ‘unattainable ideal’.
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VCTALK-SAFE®

Patent-backed best in class global mobile compliant communications app and network that 
standardises the user experience with a plug & play simplicity for calls, conferencing and texts. 

Virtual porting ‘Genius’ uniquely ensures employees keep their existing work numbers. 

World100 least cost routed calling ensures mobile phone bill costs come down. 

UEM Integration provides.. central device control, application distribution and remote pushes 
upgrades.

VCVKEEP-SAFE®  

Provides a single global standardised storage archive of recordings and texts. Remote administrator 
access assures timely compliance response times.
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eSim enabledmobile

(CLI set toWk#1)

Business calls made from on Talk-SafeApp  
routes through the Talk-Safe Platform

Person receiving call is presentedwith 
familiar business number (Wk#1)

VCTALK-SAFE® Platform

Employees CLI set to Wk#1
(ensures person receiving callsees  
familiar number)

WK#1

Calls made to the business  
number (Wk#1) are routed to  
Talk-Safe Platform

VCTALK-SAFE® Platform
WK#1

Business calls are received on Talk-SafeApp
when original business number (Wk#1) is  
dialled

Platform calls Employee onApp

Non App Calls using NativeDialer

• All off App calls are not recorded and do not carry across the Talk-Safe  
Platform

• Personal calls made to the employee MUST be to the eSim number  
otherwise they will be recorded and go through the App

TALK-SAFE® with Genius e-SIM Solution

Challenge: Keep original business numbers and all calls, conferences, texts must be recorded

Solution: Genius by VCEXP. Setup an eSim with a new mobile number on an eSim compatible mobile
Keep and divert the original business number to recorded network.

Employees can make and receive business calls that will be recorded in Talk-Safe platform.

Personal calls are not recorded.

1 - Existing Employee
WK#1 Mobile number
owned by the Business

(Typical Calling Plan)
EU Unlimited Call 
Supplement with
roaming. Minimal Data 1Gig  
notwithstanding other 
acceptable  data usage

2 – eSimWk#2
New eSim with new
Mobile Number

(Example Calling Plan)
EU Unlimited Call 
Supplement with
roaming. Minimal Data 1Gig  
notwithstanding other 
acceptable  data usage

Definitions
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CALL SCHEDULER: Never miss a business call again - just schedule and forget it

Makes you look super professional. You never have to remember to call someone back because the 
App does that for you. The app will store the appointment * invite your contact * and store the event 
in your calendars. Then calls all participants at the agreed time. You don’t even have to dial…so 
you're guaranteed not to miss a business call ever again !

PERFECT RECALL. No more note taking; the App does it for you

Simply select record when setting up your call and the call will be recorded and stored within our 
platform so you can play every recorded call at will on your phone or at your desktop, enabling you to 
prepare a pitch, write a follow up, or create that lucrative contract. With Perfect Recall the 
conversation is captured and stored for you. Never waste time typing notes again !

INSTANT CONFERENCING

If you use WhatsApp, the features of our App will be completely familiar but VCTALK-SAFE® is for 
work and separates work contacts & conversations, records them and gives you the world's easiest 
mobile conferencing. Use Call Scheduler or simply push the call button for an instant team conference.
waste time on call set up or Pin numbers again!! Speeds up your day and empowers production !
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Key Contacts

Lee Stonehouse Steve Edkins
CEO CTO
Lee.Stonehouse@VC-Exp.com Steve.Edkins@VC-Exp.com

Pete Ortiz Donna Denton
Head of Operations Head of Shared Services
Pete.Ortiz@VC-Exp.com Donna.Denton@VC-Exp.com
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